Improve principal evaluation and create highly effective leaders!

“This book not only highlights the key messages about the role of the leader, but it does so in a way that is engaging and practical, and that reflects the Smiths’ long history of being school leaders and seeing the effects of their teaching.”

—John Hattie, Director
Melbourne Education Research Institute,
University of Melbourne

Evaluating Instructional Leadership
Recognized Practices for Success
Julie R. Smith, Raymond L. Smith

While teacher evaluation methods have improved, instructional leadership evaluation has often stood still—and student learning and achievement have paid the price. This book offers a research-supported blueprint for a straightforward, efficient, and comprehensive evaluation system that consistently rewards excellence and remedies deficits. Includes interactive exercises and connections to the ISLLC standards.

$29.95, 200 pages, N156F3-978-1-4833-6672-2
Order at www.corwin.com

How can you incorporate these practices into your district?

“The Learning Walk process really helped sharpen our focus as we looked for specific indicators allowing for feedback that was void of opinions. Wow! What an eye opener. We can’t wait to have our coaches train our faculty in the process.”

—Stacy Gotlib, Principal
River Springs Middle School, FL

The Evaluating Instructional Leadership Seminars are structured for long-term and ongoing success in districts across the nation. In these seminars, Julie Smith and Ray Smith outline eight Recognized Practices (RPs) for Success in leadership coaching and evaluation.

See the eight Recognized Practices and their accompanying seminars on the next page.
Invite the Smiths to your district and get the critical support needed to implement the Recognized Practices for ongoing success!

“Participating in Learning Walks with Dr. Julie Smith was one of the best professional learning events I’ve experienced. This job-embedded PD provides a powerful collaboration platform for professionals from all levels of experience and expertise to learn together. I truly believe the Learning Walks process has the power to impact instructional practice and transform school culture.”

—Melissa Roa
Specialist, Professional Development and Support

Recognized Practice 1
Coaching Instructional Leadership
Support school leaders in assessing and improving their instructional leadership practices

Recognized Practice 2
Feedback for Teacher & Leader Learning
Apply Visible Learning research on formative evaluation and feedback to teacher observations and classroom walkthroughs

Recognized Practice 3
Engaging in Linking Walks
Implement the Linking Walk process to deepen collective understanding of instructional practices related to school improvement efforts

Recognized Practice 4
What’s Changed About Change Leadership?
Become familiar with change leader concepts and research, and create a change plan for your own school or district

Recognized Practice 5
Linking Practice to Impact/Deliberate Practice
Develop and implement a personal leadership growth plan that will significantly impact adult and student performance

Recognized Practice 6
Activating Linking Talks With and Among Teachers
Facilitate dialogue between teachers about their impact on student learning and how it can be evaluated to improve student achievement

Recognized Practice 7
High-Impact Leadership Practices
Engage in learning activities designed to help leaders understand how to effectively implement high-impact instructional leadership practices

Recognized Practice 8
Developing an Instructional Leadership Evaluation Framework
Adapt your current principal evaluation model to incorporate the practices defined in the Evaluating Instructional Leadership Framework